Successful Completion of Euroscicon Conference on Clinical Pathology & Bacterial Diseases in Courtyard by Marriott Prague, Czech Republic on February 27-28, 2019
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Euroscicon has been successfully executed Clinical pathology Conference. We must thank all our attendees, Courtyard by Marriott Prague Airport, Conference Centre Staff, the Organizing Committee, Ad-Sponsors, Media partners and everyone else that helped to make this Euroscicon Conference on Clinical Pathology & Bacterial Diseases with the theme, Global advancement and its applications in Pathology and prevention of Bacterial Diseases a huge successful conference.

Our Attendees were blessed to explore latest discoveries and ground breaking innovations in the Pathology sciences that they were seeking, and that their role in the field has been enhanced via their participation. They got an opportunity to utilize all the facilities including the networking, business to business and were able to share and to attain the latest and challenging approaches and field studies in the frontier areas of Pathology & Bacterial diseases.

The key Focused Highlights for our Clinical pathology 2019 Conference were Researchers, Educators, Young Researchers, Pathologists, Oncologists, Academic Institutes, Biotechnologists, Healthcare Professionals, Researchers and Pharmaceutical Researcher etc.

Some of the Eminent Organizing Committee Members for Pathology 2019

Dr. Gilbert GLADY, Director, Medicine Department, European Bio Immune(G)ene Medicine Association, France
Gregory A. Buck, Professor, Director, Center for the Study of Biological Complexity
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine, USA
Helieh S Oz, Professor, Immunology and Microbiology Department, UK Medical Center, USA
Giulio Filippo Tarro, President, Department of Biology, Virology and Cancer Research, Italy
Maria Amparo Lopez-Rui, Professor, Health Sciences Department, (CEU) Cardenal Herrera University, Spain
Min-Kyu Kwak, Professor, Department of Food and Nutrition, Eulji University, South Korea

Notable Speakers of Pathology 2019

Prof. Jochen Fries, Department of Molecular Nephropathology Group, University Hospital of Cologne, Germany
Luiz Euribel Prestes Carneiro, Professor, Immunology Department, Oeste Paulista University, Brazil
Ahmed Hegazi, Professor, Immunology Department, National Research Center, Egypt
Rohit B. Moharil, Professor, Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology, VSPM Dental College & Research Centre, India
Prof. E. B. Holladay, Department of Pathology, American Society for Clinical Pathology, USA
Prof. Paul Hartel, Consultant Histopathologist, Sligo University Hospital, Ireland
Prof. Silvia Binder, Anti-Aging Medicine Department, The Binder Institute for Personalized Medicine, Germany
Prof. Marcio Alvarez-Silva, Professor, Department of Cell Biology, Embryology and Genetics, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Brazil
Prof. Ravinder Singh Ahlawat, Director, Professor and Head of Department of Medicine, Maulana Azad Medical College, India

Finally, Clinical Pathology & Bacterial Diseases 2019 gave justice to the theme “Global advancement and its applications in Pathology and prevention of Bacterial Diseases”.

All thanks to our Media partners also for associating with us. Conference Collocate, Crowd Reviews, Scoop.it, Pharma Voice, Online PR Media, Enliven Archive, Kind Congress, Manuscript Edit, Course For Doctors.com, Placid Way, Tabeeby, The Pharma Times and Line Up.

SAVE THE DATE, Clinical Pathology & Bacterial Diseases 2020 is coming!

Followed by the Successful execution of the Clinical Pathology Conferences, We are hosting our next version
“Clinical Pathology & Bacterial Diseases 2020” in Amsterdam, Netherlands on February 19-20, 2020.

The theme focused for the Clinical Pathology Meet is Global advancement and its applications in Pathology and prevention of Bacterial Diseases.

All your coordination with us for our Clinical Pathology 2020 involves extraordinary bliss and fervour. We anticipate all of you sharing your amazing information, examine thoughts and to make a sprinkle with new improvements at this 2-days occasion.

This time we have included some new features for our Clinical Pathology Congress.

Researchers, Educators, Young Researchers, Pathologists, Oncologists, Academic Institutes, Biotechnologists, Healthcare Professionals, Researchers and Pharmaceutical Researcher etc.

Clinical Pathology 2020 aims to bring all the life science professionals for our Clinical Pathology Meeting to interact and share their knowledge and their newest research to the entire life science streams.

Also this time, Our Amsterdam Clinical Pathology Conference will be focus destination for the International Life Sciences Societies, Associations, and Organizations. This event will bring together Scientists, Directors, Professors, Students from academia and researchers in the field of Pathology sciences, Government officials and global leaders to drive up with most innovative discoveries, strong challenges and Research.

Pathology Event is expecting more than 200+ Participants to enlighten the program. This time the Amsterdam Clinical Pathology Conference will organize several Oral and Poster Presentations/Networking Sessions/Workshops/Symposiums/Exhibition as we have introduced some new tracks to bring in more participants.

We are looking forward for the Clinical Pathology Conference to be successful just as the Pathology 2019 Conference!

We cordially invite all the Pathology Professionals, Delegates, Researchers, and Students to make your physical presence in Amsterdam on February 19-20, 2020.

Clinical Pathology 2020